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I. An Aging Crisis

The United Kingdom faces an aging crisis with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) at the forefront.

AD is characterised by the propagation and accumulation of misfolded amyloid-β and tau

proteins. As we age, the clearance systems responsible for removing these dangerous proteins

fail and they spread through the connectome like a virus, leading to a protein pandemic in

the brain. How can the UK lead in the design of novel drugs to treat this pandemic?

[Beta-amyloid plaques and tau in the brain, National Institute of Health]
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II. Alzheimer’s Disease Dynamics: A Protein Pandemic

Toxic (amyloid-β and tau) proteins cascade

through the brain, like a virus spreading through

the UK, corrupting healthy protein contacts.

The cities correspond to brain regions, the roads are

the axonal highways connecting these regions, and the

infected people are the toxic proteins. The efforts of

the NHS are an example of a clearance pathway.

A network brain graph is created from the

MRI data of 418 healthy patients on which

we model the toxic protein cascade.

III. Our Data-driven Mathematical Model

Clearance is a complex process; however, critical features

of clearance failure, and its impact on the toxic proteins

of AD, can be captured with a mathematical model of

reaction-diffusion type:
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The evolution of clearance (λ) is coupled to a toxic pro-

tein (p). The parameter β is the deleterious effect of p on

clearance, λ∞ expresses the brain’s basal clearance capac-

ity, and both µ and α are related to the kinetic properties

of the toxic protein.

Patient data and protein kinet-

ics inform our model parame-

ters (Ringstad et al. 2018).

Valuable insight into the early stages of AD:

IV. 40 Years of Alzheimer’s Disease Dynamics in 40 Seconds

Experiments can be conducted in silico using our model and software. Toxic proteins cascade

through the brain, and are strongly influenced by the experimentally-measured landscape of

regional CSF-ISF mediated clearance capacity:

(Brennan et al. 2021, in preparation)

V. Impact for the Human Race

• We have developed the models and computational software necessary for clinical researchers

to design mathematically-informed treatment strategies and predict the effect of drugs.

• Drug candidates can be simulated efficiently with 40 years of patient-data-informed,

clearance-mediated AD progression in 40 seconds of computational time using PrYon.

Our models and software bring the UK closer to answering the fundamental questions which

underpin Alzheimer’s research, and to saving mankind from this terrible disease, the protein

pandemic.
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A network graph is created from the MR image 
data of 418 healthy patients. The model equations 

are discretised on the graph which yields 2,030 
coupled, non-linear ordinary differential equations. 
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The Challenge: Develop mathematical models and software to respond to the Alzheimer’s protein pandemic.

Alzheimer’s disease behaves like COVID-19 in the brain and we are using

mathematical modelling to lead the early exploratory drug development.

In our mathematical drug trial, the impact of potential

treatments can be understood by parameter exploration.

Simulations run quickly using our open-source software package, PrYon.


